beaver barks

Crew's Trip To England Dependent On Student Aid

by Dave Appling '57

This is the last issue of the spring term. Normally, about the time that the last issue is published, there is nothing very important to the MIT community except final examinations. However, this year is an exception. The Tech's lightweight crew will be seen at Princeton, first place in the national ratings, and—what matters now—the chance to compete in the historic Royal Henley Regatta on the Thames in London. They have the chance, but whether or not the chance will materialize is up to you, the readers of The Tech.

It has been estimated that the cost of financing the trip to England will be approximately fifteen thousand dollars. This is a rather staggering sum to pay out, as some might say, for an athletic team from a technical school such as this one. We personally don't think so. In particular, we don't think that it is one penny too much to be allotted to a bunch of boys who, under the expert tutelage of Coach Jack Toric Royal Henley Regatta on the Thames in London. They have the chance, but whether or not the chance will materialize is up to you, the readers of The Tech.
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